Effect of chromosome arrangements on mate recognition system leading to behavioral isolation in Drosophila ananassae.
The mechanisms of speciation that appear in the early stages of reproductive isolation has been of recent interest to evolutionary biologists. Experiments were conducted to study behavioral isolation between karyotypically different homozygous strains derived from natural populations of Drosophila ananassae. Three mass cultures stocks established from flies collected from natural populations were employed and homozygous stocks (ST/ST and AL/AL) were made through selection for homozygosity. By employing male-choice technique, mating success was scored by direct observation in the Elens-Wattiaux mating chamber. There is preference for homogamic matings in all the three populations and the differences between homogamic and heterogamic matings are statistically significant in two populations (Lucknow and Varanasi). These findings provide evidence that there is incipient sexual isolation between karyotypically different strains of D. ananassae derived from natural populations which shows that chromosome arrangements may affect the mate recognition system in D. ananassae.